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Introducing 3ds Max 9: 3D for BeginnersSybex, 2007
Let Your Imagination Run Wild   

   Video game and feature-film artists have used 3ds Max to create Halo 2, King Kong, Myst V, and more. Now you can harness this popular animation software with the clear, step-by-step instruction in this easy-to-follow guide.   

   Introducing 3ds Max 9: 3D...
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iPhone 3D Programming: Developing Graphical Applications with OpenGL ESO'Reilly, 2010

	
		What does it take to build an iPhone app with stunning 3D graphics? This book will show you how to apply OpenGL graphics programming techniques to any device running the iPhone OS -- including the iPad and iPod Touch -- with no iPhone development or 3D graphics experience required. iPhone 3D Programming provides clear...
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Computer Graphics Using Java 2D and 3DPrentice Hall, 2006
 This Java handbook makes a practical tutorial on Java 2D and Java 3D for computer professionals. It contains in-depth coverage of basic computer graphics concepts and techniques, and introduces advanced graphic features to an audience mostly trained in the Java language.  Chapter topics include mathematical background for computer graphics,...
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Introducing Maya 2009Sybex, 2009
If you’re new to Maya, the industry-leading 3D animation and effects software, Introducing Maya includes step-by-step tutorials and easy-to-follow explanations to teach you the basics and nuances of this complex software. Whether you’re a student or a hobbyist, you can learn all about the Maya interface and the fundamentals of...
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Pro OpenGL ES for iOSApress, 2011

	In Pro OpenGL ES for iOS, you'll find out how to harness the full power of OpenGL ES, and design your own 3D applications by building a fully-functional 3D solar system model using Open GL ES!


	OpenGL has set the standard for 3D computer graphics, and is an essential aspect of iPhone, iPad, and iOS...
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Modeling and Animation Using Blender: Blender 2.80: The Rise of EeveeApress, 2019

	
		Discover the 3D-modeling and animation power of Blender 3D. This book starts with a brief introduction to Blender 3D including installation and the user interface. The following two chapters then introduce you to the upgraded tools in Blender 2.80 for 3D modeling, texturing, shading, and animation. The last chapter discusses the...
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ZBrush Character Creation: Advanced Digital SculptingSybex, 2011

	A stunning, content-rich update to this top-selling ZBrush guide!


	This second edition of ZBrush Character Creation has been fully updated for ZBrush 4, the newest version of this fascinating and popular 3D sculpting software. ZBrush enables users to create detailed organic models using a brush-based toolset and...
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Ultimate Game Design: Building Game WorldsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Filled with tips and techniques from veteran game designers at Sony, Blizzard, Disney, LucasArts, Activision, 3DO, and many others!

Plan, design, and create enthralling game environments complete with richly animated characters and objects by applying the expert techniques described in this one-of-a-kind resource. Veteran game developer...
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Introducing Autodesk 3ds Max 2011 (Autodesk Official Training Guide: Essential)Sybex, 2010

	An Autodesk Official Training Guide to 3ds Max 2011


	3ds Max is a popular 3D animation-and-effects software used in movies, visual effects, games, cartoons, short films, commercials, and other animation. However, it also presents a number of challenges to newcomers. This introduction to the latest version breaks down the...
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CINEMA 4D 11 WorkshopFocal Press, 2009
Create stunning 3D graphics with the tutorials and techniques in this book.    

       Model, texture and animate with Cinema 4D 11 using the techniques and tips provided in Cinema 4D 11 Workshop. Starting with all of the basic concepts, functions, and tools - follow along to the workshop tutorials that deliver a hands-on knowledge of...
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Introducing Autodesk Maya 2013Sybex, 2012

	A complete update to the popular Autodesk Official Training Guide for Maya


	Maya is the industry-leading 3D animation and effects software used in movies, visual effects, games, cartoons, and other animation. This bestselling, official guide is a must for 3D beginners who want a thorough grounding in this dynamic and complex...
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